A study of caudate inhibition on an epileptic focus in the cat hippocampus.
The mechanisms whereby the caudate nucleus modifies hippocampal spiking activity have been studied. Epileptiform activity was induced in the cat hippocampus by topical application of sodium penicillin in different concentrations. The frequency of induced spikes appeared to be directly correlated to the two doses of epileptogenic agent. The inhibitory effect of 10 Hz caudate stimulation on spike frequency was present even when stimulation lasted for 180 s. Likewise 25 Hz caudate stimulation brought about an inhibition which was maintained by stimulus trains lasting up to 90 s, while the degree of inhibition was reduced by trains of longer duration (120, 150 and 180 s); similar results were also noted in some atropine-treated cats. The time course of spikes in cats with electrolytic lesions of the caudate exhibited an increase in both frequency and duration. The results indicate that there is an optimal parameter for caudate stimulation causing inhibition of penicillin-induced hippocampal spiking activity, and suggest the possibility of tonic control of hippocampal excitability exerted by the caudate nucleus.